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Dear cosmic playmates and loving apprentices of universal change,

Our bridges of connectedness engender tremendous joy for all the teachers involved in the actu-
alization effort of the correction event.

Recognize the invaluable importance of humor in your lives. Learn to expand lightness and 
conviviality as natural expressions of your evolving spirit. Joviality and playful enjoyment are 
universally expressed by spirits of all levels of attainment and changes in origination as you reach 
higher stages of ascension.

As you already recognize, some humor on Urantia, although not all, has its genesis in fear. Its 
evolution coincides with circle progression, and the expansion of the capacity for love. In light 
and life living, humor closely resembles harmony. Evolved humor progresses from unenlightened 
and malicious rejoicing over mishaps of others that reinforces separateness, towards a lightness 
and pleasurable amusement of loving joy in the varied ways we overcome imperfections.

As your concept of humor advances, you will begin to identify the power of humor in transfor-
mation and how it reflects genuine empathy with the comic effervescence of loving mirth.

Humor engenders tolerance and is a bonding agent of connection between ascending beings. It 
can disarm anger and be used during adversity to immobilize fear and often clears channels for 
alternative enlightened solutions.

Imperfection conceives levity because it illustrates fundamental absurdities in human behavior 
or nature. It begets a necessary turn from seriousness that eases the learning process, increasing 
good fellowship awareness, and crosses all barriers of separateness. Eliminate ridicule and deri-
sion from all your humor, and you will begin to discern the divine cohesion of humor, harmony, 
and cheerfulness, that will intensify your enjoyment of all the Father’s gifts.

Spiritual laughter and comprehension of humor is uplifting because it is always accompanied by 
love.

We appreciate all the humor you have provided us when we envelop you in vibrations of loving 
concern in your faltering but amusing spontaneous steps in your progression.

We look forward to your unfoldment of mota perception so that we may reciprocate loving and 
playful humor in your lives that will precipitate our combined celebration of the supreme and 
divine plan that the Father enjoys by our experience.

VERONICA


